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Obiectives:

1) analyze the current stale ot technology for imaging in complex 2D structure'
zl nigniignl areas where improvement is needed tor imaging in complex structure,

and
3) establish this public real data set as an industry standard to aid the easy

demonstration of new technology for imaging in complex structure.

Agenda:

1:30 Welcome & Overview of workshop, Andy Skuce, Husky Oil

1:35 Interpreters Perspective & Exploration History, Andy Skuce, Husky Oil' &
Charles Welsh, Talisman Energy, co-owners oi the data set.

1 :55 Summary presentations of the poster sessions. Each poster gives a 2
minute summary ol their Poster.

2:25 Poster presentations. There will be 6 poster presentation sessions each ol
lengith 15 minutes. Each presenter will talk every other session.

3:55 Panel summary. Five industry leaders will comment on the current state of
the art lor imaging in complex structure.

4:20 Questions and comments lrom the floor.

4:30 Additional poster presentalions per interest'
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Dataset description:

The data set on which this workshop is based has been previously advertised in the
SEG Leading Edge, the EAEG First Break, and the CSEG Recorder as the "Husky

Structural Dala Set from the Canadian Foothills"- The data set has excellenl signal
quality, considerable associaled geologic information, minimal 3D efiects, a nearby VSP,
and very interes'ting complex structure- Numerous potential processing, interpretatlon.
and model building techniques can help resoive subsurface structure. In particular. with
considerable associated geologic information,lhis data set can serve to demonstrate
methods for integrating geologic information with seismic processing and model
buildinq.

Sample ck depth migration ol the Husky Structural Data Set:

Whereas imaging in complex structure frequently requires 3D seismic data, 3D methods
can be developed and demonstrated on the much simpler and cheaper 2D case. The
similarity of nearby seismic lines to this line, the analysis ot nearby wells, and the
success of 2D pre-stack depth migralion methods on a neighboring line indicates that
3D etfects are minimal for lhis line. Thus this line serves as an excellenl tesl ol methods
lor imaging in complex structure that are intended to be applied to 3D data as well as
help address the 2D problem.

You can obtain a copy of the data by sending a check made out to Advance Geoohysical
for US$40 or 20 UK Pounds lo: Husky Struclural Data Sel, c/o Chrislof Stork, Advance
Geophysical, 74Og S Alton Ct., Englewood CO 80112, USA.



SErsiurc IMAGTNG rN THE CA\-ADLdN RocKy MoLNTAT,\ FoorHrLLS

A\DY SKUCD
HUSKY OIL OPERATIO\S LTD.
Box 6525- STATTON D, CALCARY, ALBERTA- T2P lG7. CA\ADA

IDtroduction

Husky Oil and Talisman Energy are filo independent, mid-sized companies that operate extensively and
successfull) in the overthrust belt of the Canadian Rocky lvlountains, an exploration area that has always
provided a challenge for seismic imaging. Both companies, who rcly on independent contractors for the;
s€ismic technology, have, in recent yea$, made several attempts to apply new pre-stack depth imaging
techniques to Foothills seismic data. Success in getting a good depth image was found to be elusive: wc
suspected that problems such as topography, stalics, anisotropy, noise, sideswipe, inegular geometries
and an unknown solution were rendering the problem insoluble. Many ofthe successful dePth migration
examples that we $ere shown dealt with problems and environments (e.g., synthetic models, €xtensional
tectonics. marine data, sub-salt imaging) that were substantially dilferent to the conditions that we were
facing in the thrust belt. Because of our perception that Foothills seismic data were not getting their fair
share ofattention from the research community, and acting upon a far-sighted suggestion from christof
Stork, Talisman and Husky deoid€d to release, vinually free of charge, a Foothills data set, the
"Benjamin Line", complete with geological control, so that it could become adopted as a type example
for land 2D seismic data in areas ofcomplex structure. To stimulate maximum interest and research, we
wanted to circulate the data as widely as possible, so we placed few conditions upon its destination or its
use. The released data are located in the Southem Alberta Foothills. near 51" 30'N. I I5"w.

Foolhills structure and stratigraphy

The Canadia Rocky Mountain Foothills occur in a belt 40-80 km wide and 1500 km long, lying bet$'een
the Canadian Rocky Mountains and the Plains in Albena and British Columbia. The Foothills Belt is
characterized by overthrust structures ofgr€at geometric variew, ranging from classic fault-bend folds on
low-angle thrust faults in soothem Alberta to detachment-iold dominated structures in NE British
Columbia with all possible in-between wpes of structure found everywhere. See Price (1994) for a full
treatment ofthe evolution ofthe Canadian Cordillera.

The stratigraphy ofthe Canadian Foothills can, at least for geophysical purposes, be crudely subdivided
into two main units: carbonate-dominated Paleozoic rocks that were deposited on a shallow marine
platform; and Mesozoic clastic rocks, mostly shales, deposited in a foreland basin that formed during the
mountain building. Broadly speaking, carbonates have velocities in the 6000-6500 m/s range and clastics
in the 4000-5000 m/s range. The basically simple two layer velocity structur€ is greatly complicated by
the compressional teclonics ofthe Laramide episode.

We are forlunate in Westem Canada because the kinds oflithologies and structures found undemeath the
Foothills are very well exposed in the adjacent Rocky Mounlains, providing analogues that help us in our
interpretalion ofsubsurface geology. One classic localiry is the Mcconnell Thrust on Mount Yamnuska.
rvhere Cambrian carbonates have been moved more than 35 km eastwards and upwards through most of
the sedimentarJ' section to lie on top ofupper Cretaceous shales and sandstones The thrust fault itself is
almost a knife edge contact that ought to form a strong and coherent seismic reflector' A thrust fault
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similar to this. ihe Bumt Timber Fault. is presenl on tbe tesa line, transpodiig Paleozoic carbonates over

Cretaceous clastics.

The fold-fault st-yle ollhe Southem Alberta Foothills is mostl) that of the classic ramp-flat or staircase

geometr,\,. rvhere simple iolds nre fbrmed as a geometric necessifl o\'er the steps in the fault plane

Generalll- the flars occur in incompeteot \r.eak lalers irr the sedimentary pile, usualll shales or coals- itAd' ) : '' " '

the mmps form through the stronger. more competent units such as carbonates and sandstones Simple

fautt-b.nd totas t-vpicall-\, are broad, genlle structures \';ith dip changes of around 20': the)' are relativel)

casl to imagc on seismic deta- Fauh-bend folds can produce much more compllcated structures \\'nere

thcl are superimposed to tbrm structures such as duplexes and aDtifomal stacks

Hogever . the r€ iSmore to thes t ruc tu reo f theFoo th i l l s thaD jus t th i ss imp ]e fo lds ty le 'S t ruc tu ra l
complicationsoccurinthe|ootwallsofthrustsheets.asseeninlheoverturnedsylcl ineonMountAllan'
Hints ofa syncline in the footwall ofthe Waiparous Thrust are seeD on a depth migrated version ofa line

located a fe\r kilomctres south ofthe Benjamin example aDd it ma.v be lbat there are un-imagcd footwall

synclines on the lest line. Tighl folds. ofien r€ferred to as detachment folds' can also occur in the hang'ng

\ialls of thrust sheets, as seen in exposed examples at Moose Molnlain and Mount Kidd' Clearl]'

structures like these are going to be difficuh or impossible to image on seismic data, but we have e\'er!

reason to bclieve that they exist in the subsurface- ln the Benjamin example, we have not yet been able to

image the steep eastern limb, at Devonian levels. ofthe detachmenl fold drilled by the well in the middle

oflhe section.

Basement is generally assumed lo dip gently to the southwest under the Foothills No major structures In

the basement have ever been proven by drilling in the thrustbelt and most of the major basement trme

structures obse ed on seismic data are explicable in terms of velocity artifacts Small basement

structures are. nowever, somgumes se€n ln the Plains where we can confidently assume that there are no

significanr lateral velocity changes Therefore. we cannot rule out the possibility that similar' ma)be

e;n larger. structures exist under the Foothills. Neve(heless' dre burden of proof rests uPon those who

propose that such structures exlst,

Exploration in the Foothills; the Beniamin prospecl

Hydrocarbon exploration targets in the Foolhills mainly consist of sfiuctural traps in Mississippian and

Devonian carbonate rocks. cenerally, gas is the main hydrocarbon found, although the oldest field in the

area. Turner Valley, is an oilfield. Most ofthe obvious large s!uctures have now been drill€d and it is the

task ofthe seismic specialists lo locate the smaller and more complex features, often in areas of poor data

qualit}'. lnjust about every prospect we drill we are pushing the seismic tool to the limit of its capabilir]

The acquis;tion of seismic data in the Foothills involves major €ffort and expense- Nearl) all operatrons

ar€ now heiiportable, using a dynamite source. Costs range from Can$20'000 to $30'000 p€r kilometre-

In an effort to minimize the €nvironmental impact, the seismic cullines are cu! nanower and narro\\€r:

the lines we are cutting now are just rvide enough to walk along Trees and bushes are cut caref,rlly to

avoid disrupting the fJrest canopy, so that our seismic lines arc nowadays barely visible' even from a

helicopter flying directly above. This slyle of shooting has been called sreald? re'smic We are able 10

acquire data overthe most rugged topography and' in the v,'orst cases, we have had to hire climbers to lay

oui our cable. The main limiting factor on data qualiry is the presence of exposed carbonate rocks at the

surface: in these areas \ie get poor geophone coupling, little siglal penetration and considerable amounts

of source-generated noise. There are no expos€d carbonates on the Benjamin line and the data qualif.'_ is

better than average-
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]'alislTran and Husk)_ shol their first data over the Benjamin prospect in l99l. The data were pre stack
Iime mierated and then interpreled. The Bumt Timber Thrust Sheet is well imaged, carrving a section of
Cambrian and younger rocks over Cretaceous rocks- Several unsuccessful wells had already been drilled
imo the sheet but a small bump in the middle of the section had remained uniouched. W€ drilled this
strudure as our first prospect. We interpreted this fearure as a transported fault-propagation fold, but ive
found upon drilling that the rocks in the footwall ofthe minor thrust cutting the fold were folded inro a
s_".,ncline. forcing us to revise our interpretation to a faulted and transported detachmcnt fold. cas \las
discovered in this well, which ;s currently on production at a rate of 20 million cubic feet a day.
Talisman later sold its share of the field to Husky. Subsequently, Husky went on to drill a vell a fe$.
kilometres to the east to test the leading edge ofthe thrust sheet. The first attemptjust missed the cut-ofl
ofihe Mississippian and the well u,as plugged back and directionally drilled. The whipstock found the
leading edge but was unable to test any commercial quantities ofgas due to a lack ofpermeability in the

l{usky's approach to seismic imaging; Frvave anisotropy

Al Husky, our routine approach to seismic imaging in the Foothills is to perform pre-stack time
migration. We find that the imaged geometry ofstructures is very sensitive to small variatio s (less than
5%) in the velocity field. We generally try to pick the velocities that give the best image without
worrying too much about the absolute values of the velocities. We are fully aware that time-based
migrations do not work in theory where there are lateral velooity variations but we feel that we can
partially compensate for these effects by using unrealistic velocities in a time migration, forcing a good
image out oftbe data. Thus, even though time migration should not work well in theory, we find that it
usually works sufficiently wgll for us in practice. We convert our time interpretations to depth using
inverse image ray modelling, realizing that this too sometimes violates theory, but finding that in
practice this exercise moves our events closertotheir coBect positions.

Our experience with depth migration is different. We are convinced that the process works in theory so
we keep trying it, however, we normally cannot gei it to work well for us in practice. To date, we have
never made an exploration decision based on the results ofa depth migration. The problem is that when
we use geologically reasonable velocities, the resulting image is usually very poor. when we vary the
velocities to improve the image, we occasionally, after muoh labout, achieve results comparable to a
good time-migrated section, but the depths are all wrong and we find that we have leamed little from the
process and often wonder why we bothered.

Recently, we have started to b€come arir'are that one teason our efforts are failing is that we have
neglect€d to consider p-wave anisot(opy. More than halfofthe section in the Foothills belt is comPosed
ofihales- Recent expetimental work by Johnston and Christensel (1995) has shown that bedding-parallel
velocities in shales are 20-30% faster than bedding-perpendicular velocilies. So far, however, none of

this kind ofwork has been done on shales from the Alberta Foothills

Simple modelling calculations done on a single homogeneous, but anisotropic (30%, anelliptic), flat-

lying shale layer that sholv that NMO velocities calculated for the base ofthe layer can vary by as much

as 2-0% compared to the actual, vertical depthing velociries. The velocities are offset_dependent These

results are consistent with our experience in depth migrating real data where we typically need to us€

higber velocities to image our data than we would measure from VSP's or sonic logs This effect

pr-oduces calculared depths that are enoneously large under shale sections: the same kind of eliect was

iecognized in the North Sea mo.e than ten years ago (Banik, 1984) Just south of the Benjamin line'
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anoth€r section that \re have depth migrated using unconstrained tomograph)' contains an apparent depth

structure on its Best side This could be caused b! a thinner section of shale being present there' pushing

the deep evenrs do$n less than on the east side ofthe line-

We find in practice that veriations as small as 1% in the Yelocit;es can produc€ signrficant varialrons in

J" alp,r..iig*"a imasc Modelling work bv Savcrs (1995) has shoun that.anisotropic effects are

,jiii""ii .--ai.,i"gui.ti f,o- "n".ts introduced bv veloci!-"- inhomogeneitjes we sospect that

;;;;J;. rpp-i"r,*. depth migration probablv compensate for anisorropic effects bv inserting

"o".iirt'i.ft.-.g*"ities irto the velocitY fi;ld in a manner analogous to the way that we compensate

ii. r"i"*r ""lo"itt' atonges by using unrealist;c Yelocities in time migrations

Shalcs in thrust bells arc not alwa]'s norizontal: in the Foothills' we have recognized some pull-up

"."-"fi". ,t.t *",tti.t may be cauied solel.v by dipping shales As far as we kno\\' there have been no

stuji"s aon" on ttt" effect thal dipping' aneliipricall-r; anisotropic rocks would have on velocitv analysrs

atd depth imaging Given atl these compLilati'ons, it is hardly iurprising that we encounter difficulties in

;;";;;;";i;i;"." otpr"-.tu"k a"ptn .igr;tion when we neglect anisotropy, particularlv if *e look

hari at the prJicted depths and \elocil,a distributions

Holvev€r, we arc well aware ofthe Practical difficulties involved in incorporating anisotrop) in any pre-

.,""f i.pift .ig*,i"" .outine and lve accept that it may be sev€ral years before this goal is achieved lt is

our vie$, that. unril then, the main vaiue of a depth migration is in the improved images that it might

provide. yielding a more interpretable section and thus niore geological information Placing the features

i" ""r# "ur"ii" a"pths ani positions is an irnporant buti"condary goal that can be approached by

other means, such as s;ismic modeliing and regional geological control
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Equivalent offset Prestack Migration for Rugged Topography
John C. Bancroft and Hugh D. Geiger

Deparhenl ofGeology and Ceophysics. Thc Universiry of Catgary, Catgary. Albena, Canada

Equivalent offset preslack migration is a new migrarion technique rhar simplifies thc process inro the rhree sreps of
trace gathering- nomal moveout, and sracking. This meftod has many advantages lhar range tron reduced
processrng times, to accuratc vclocity analysis. The proccss h6 been modified ro include processing from rugged

Tradnional processing by sracking and post-srack migrarion is foundcd on ilat reflecrors. and comlron midpoint
(CMP) pos;tion. The incorpo.ation ofdip moveout (DMO) into the processing sequence has inproved rhe focusins
of dipping e\€nts in areas wilh moderately complex structurc- Prcstack migration removes rhe CMP flal reflector
fesiriction by assuming the energy is scattered from organized point.eflectors (or scarter points), allowing each inpur
trac€ to rcconstruct energy direcrly at the sca(er posirion.. Kichhoff presrack rime migraiion is bases on hyperbolic
molco'rt and RMS velocilics to form a migrared rime secrion thar represenrs a vertical anay of scarer points. The
data is approximalely aligned on image |ays taced or a depth sccrion.

Eqlivalent offset preslack migration creates an intermediate step in the Kirchhoff process by creating a gather iiom
all the inpu! uaccs for each output trace. The input traces that are garbered for a given ourpu! locarion are soned by
an offset that is based on the distanc€s of the sca(er point from the source and receiver locations, The collection of
input traccs is fefered to as the common scater poinr (CSP) gather, and is similar in funclion to the common mid
point (CMP) gather. Both are defined for an output location, and both cortair inpur traces that are soned wirh offsel.
However. the CSP gather coniains many more traces than lhe CMP gather. The CMP gathcr only contains Eaces in
which the source and receiver a.re equidistant and in opposite directions from the CMP location. In conEasi, the CSP
gather contains energy from dll the input lraces within the prestack migralioo aperture.

There is no dme shifting of the inpur samples when they are soned irto the CSP gathers. Figure I illusrates lhe
difference between a CMP and a CSP gather iD a preslack volume. Th€ figure bas dimensions ofCMP or csP race
posirion, rime r, and half source-receiver offset. The
black dots on the rcp surface represent the position
of races similar to a slacking chart. The uaces
come from one sided source records with the source
localed at the zero offser position on the ftont
surface. Source records are spac€d at four CMP
posilion intervals. The shaded area defines a CMP
or a CSP ga(her. Note that only three live Eaces fall
within drc CMP gather. In contrast, the CSP gather
will include all thc neighboring traces. Circular
lines on the top of the volume represent the possible
paths of sonc treighboring traces as they are copied
to the CSP gather. The particular offset assigned to
lhe samplcs in fie treighboring traces is refeEed to
^s rnc equivalent ofset.

Wh€n the CSP gathers have been formed, each CSP
gather my be scaled and filtered. or processed
similarly to CMP gatbers. CoDventional algorithms

Fig.1 Formation ot CMP and CSP gathets.

such as rcisc and multiple removal, or velocity analysis, nay also b€ used on the CSP galhers V€lociry analysis
performed on the CSP gather will contain a more accurare velocrry discrimination than those deriYed fiom NMO
gathers. The inproved discrimination results from using only oDe CSP gather. the high fold in the offset bins wi6in
the CSP gather. and offsets thal are much larger than the source-receiver offset. Noise and multiples in rhe CSP

CMP orCSP



gader no$ apply to the final preslack migadon offsers, and not the offsets oi CMP gathers in conventional

Rugged toposraphy requircs the selection of a processing datum that may be eilher horizontal or follow the surface
elevation. The equivalen! offset is found by equating fte aavel times of a zero offsel on the datum with the source
receiver tra\€l time. as illustated in fisure 2.

tr- hs

ScatGr point

Figure 2. Ray paths, offseb, and Eavel dhcs for computing the equivalent offset with rugged topogtaphy.

The lolal trav€l times for thc thrce ray paths arc computed using the appropriate offscl, zcro offset time, and velocity.
The RMS velocity is defined froln datum to the scattct point V*, and is modilied to the surface for each source V'"
and r€.civer v* using Dix forum. The following equation us€s one-way davel times for To to equate the equivalent
offset time with the total source rcceiver 6avel time T giving,

r = [ra .,, )' *ffi )n .l^.,,r - ffi)' =,1,r . #o)'
where ! and tr are the venical travel limes liom souce and rec€iver to lhe datum, and the offset hs and h' are the

dislances from the souce and receiver to the common scatter Point CSP.
The equivalent offset h. may be comPu€d from 

/ tz :,r/z

h.=v-(r"\i-r: l

wbere the total tsavel time T is computed for a given To.

TheFeseationwillincludeexamplesof€quivalentoffsetmigrationusingdatacorrectedtoahorizontaldatum'and
dara migEted from surface, co(ected for refraction static only.



POSTER # J
AN EXAMPLE OF HOW PRE-STACK DEPTH MIGRATION CA}i SHOW YOU
THAT YOUR GEOLOGICAI CONCEPTS MAY BE WRONG

Florian Romanescu, Fred Kierulf & Brian Burgess ofParadigm Geophysical Corporation

'dre feel that it is important to consider the zone ofinterest du ng any complex
structure imaging project and !o understand the objective ofthe project. To that end we
concentrated on the leading edge ofthe thrusted Mississippian sheet that was drilled b-v
wells .\ B and C

we show that wells A & B e/ere drilled too far east on the sheet to penetrate a full
section of the reservoir zone and that using modem velocity analysis and imaging tools
we can influence the interpretation leading lo better positioned wells.

Two key points we learned using these data are, first that longer offset records will
assist with velocity analysis on deeper basement reflections and: second that a scheme
needs to be developed to easily adjust the imaging velocity field for gross anisotropic
corrections in order to tie well depths.

Our route to pre-stack imaging and model building began with time domain stacks
and migrations using horizon keyed velocity analysis tools. Assigning interval velociries
from the wells to the layers interpreted on a time migrated image and ray trace modeling
the layers into the depth domain gave us our inidal depth model. This is a common staning
point for pre-stack depth imaging in our experience. The initial pre-stack depth migration
to gathers was done using this constant layer velocity model. We then interpreted pre-
stack residual depth corections (delays). These delays were used by a tomographic matrix
solver to calculate changes to the horizon depths and the layer velociries that minimize the
delays.

The changes we found most intriguiog were that the Mississippian unit at the leading
edge ofthe structure creates positive depth delays that require a slower interval velocity in
the unit to corect for This suggests that there is less catbonate than initially interpreted at
the leading edge. The figure shows the 6nal velocity model over the leading edge units.

The pre-stack depth image is similar 10 that generated through pre-stack time
migration but the information regarding slower inerval velocities in the zone ofinterest
layer comes through integrated analysis ofdepth migrated gathers and the interval velocity

model. These changes can be used by interpreters to evaluate possible geological changes
to their initial structural iflterpretation and better assess the risks of penetrating what they
expect to drill.
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Prestack Depth Migradon of an Alberta Foothills Data Set - The Eusky Experience
by Wen-fing Wu*, Larry Lines, Andrew Burton, Ean-Xing Lu, William Jamison,
Jinming Zhu, R. Phillip Bording; Memorial Uniyersify of Newfoundland

We produce depth images for an Alberta foothills line by using a number of migratiotr aad velocity analysis
techniques. Velocity models are esijr)rated by a sedes of int€rpretive seps involving focusitrg analyss, common
rmage gather analysis. tsaveltitrle tomography, ard strucdlral reinterpretation (usjng well information). We use both
Kirchhoff and reverse-time presiack depih xoigrariod methoals wirh the source and teoeiver at their corect suface
elevations, Thus far, our preferred seismic depth section has been produced by using a pre-srack reveEe-rime
nigradotr algodtm developed by Wu et al. (1995).

In recent yea6, irdustdal research i$titutions have panicipaled in prestack migration contasts for ibe Marmousi
alata, a syntbetic daa set desigDed at the I6titut Francais du PeEole (Verst€eg, 1994). Today we are pu61.ing
srmilar expedmefts for structually complex Albefla foothills data, usiqg a seisloic lile provided by Larry Mewhon
(Husky Oil) and Christof Stork (Advalce Geophysicrt). This absEact suEmarizes the resulE obtained by the
Memori.l Univenfty Seismic lmagidg CoDsodum,

M€thoilolos/
Velociry a.Dalysis coupled witb prestack depth migradon is generaly elr fterative procedure in whicb one constandy
atlempts to imprcve the focusing and consistcncy of the prcstack depth digrado( The common image gathers iD
the dep6 doEaiD should sbow Do dependeDce oo offset if lhe conect velocity Eodel is used. Hopefi. ly, the velocity
model a.nd depth image also agree with available well informatio!. The velocity model coDsauctiotr is based oD
a sEucual inerpretatioD of this thusr-fault eDvirotrDeDt. In this i@tadve procedure, we serEd with post-stack
depth DigrarioD for an iritial model based oo well velociry data. This sEp was followed by velocity model
adj|lsdeols (sEuc$ral re-j.Et€rprecatio[s) atrd pre-stack deplh EigralioDs.

Resulas
lnitial EigratioDs on stacked data produced rcs1. ts wbich were credible at depth yet showed sigoificatrt iD.ge
blurrilg of rhe sbalow sreeply dipping reflectoF. This obseNation showEd tlat it is Feferable to use the sources
atrd rcceivers at theL con€ct 0opogrephic locatioDs in a prestack migBtioD algoritbs. I@r'adve alEration of
velocities coupled wittr prestack migrations added detail to lhe tbrust faultilg in our model. Bolh Kirchhoff a.od
.everse-time algodtbms were used in pre-staak deptb migratioD. A! this sbge, our preferred dept! migratioo is otre
obuined by reveNe-time migmtioo ill Figire 1. Tbe rcsdls also sbow that the rcveNe-tiEe migration algonahms
are quile robust and generally less selsitive tha[ other methods to errors in the velocity model.

Our conctusiors ftom the study thus far ale two-fold. Pne-stack dept! migration wilh correct source'receiver
elevado$ is prcfemble over posFstack migratios ir areas of l,Ige elevatior charge. ln using pre-$ack migrtdon
on foothills data, velocity model adjusmenb should be dorc iD 4q i erFetive setting witl several lcols.

Versteeg, R., 1994, The Marmousi experiedce: Velocity nodel detetuindio! on a syotletic complex alaia set: The
l-€ading Edge, v. 13, p 9n-%6.
Wu, W., LiDes, L., Lu, H-, 1995, Reverse-time migraliotr q/ith 6nite-diffelence soludons of the acouslic wave
equatioo: ertetrded abstsact for 1995 amual SEG merdng in Houslon, Tx.

*preseDt add.ess: Geo-X Systems Ltd., Calgary. Albefla, Calada.
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USE OF MODEL BASED NMO WITH PRESTACK DEPTH
MIGRATION - FOOTHILLS EXAMPLE (BENJAMIII)

SUMMARY
This paper concenlrates on merhods used ro refine the

velo€iI) depth model betw€en iterations ofdepth migrarion. We
have chosen to exploir tle technique of model based normal
mo!eour. r}'e feel thrs melhod mcos rhe necessar) require-
menls demandcd of anv upd ing procedure. Specificaliy. it
addresses the issu€s ofnon-hyperbolicity, provides measures to
indicate locations of v€locity effors, and estimat€s oflhc mag,
niiudc ofihe velocity errors. Funhermore, confirmation lhar
the correct model adjustmeDts have been made is readily avail,
able. The method is fast. allowing for intemctjve visualization
ofthe resuhs. The consequence ofthis procedure is rhat fewer
iterations of full prestack depth migration are required white
ensuring that all reasonabie geoiogic interpretations have been

INTRODUCTION
Efforis to image seismic data under extreme lareral veloc-

ity variations have often lead to frustrarion. 2D prestack depth
migralion can generate the conect image (to the €xt€nt that the
data is actually 2D i.e. no offline r€flected energy) ifthe de-
tailed velocity field is provided. Processors have resorted !o
various techniques ro conecr for the deloy time distortions tha!
are not predicted by convenrional NMO. Layer stipping works
lvell on synthetic data, however on real data it suffers fTom
accumulared enors due to an inability to accurately define lay-
ers above the zone of interest, Another approach is to use a
tomographic depth model updating algorithm. This can be use-
ful, however, small errors in picking residual moveout cause a
large error in the v€locity estimation. This problern becomes
more serious as one moves deeDer in the seismic section. The
solutions are non-unique and must be carefully constrained by
an inlerpreter's informarion. We begin by a review ofmodel
based NMO and examine its benefils over conventional NMO
rcutines. Subsequendy, we describe t!€ position of model based
NMO in lhe processing flow and conditions vjhere i! is expected
togive usefulresults. Finally, results ofthe procedur€ are shown.

Conventional NMO Vs Model Based NMO
Ii is well known that non-hyperbolic moveout is induced

when there are strong lateral variations in velocity. Non-hyper-
bolic moveoul is also introduc€d by large rapid changes in sur-
face topography- These have been the bane of traditional veloc-
;ty estimalion techniques. Model based NMO diffen from con-
ventional NMO in two fuidamental ways.
i ) It recognizes the fact that surface elevations and v/eathering

layer variations result in non-hyperbolic NMO deiay tines
and co.rects for those affecls.

2) It does not assume that the same stacking v€lociO for all
traces {,ithin the CMP- Non-hyperbolic NMO causcd by lat-
eral velocit_v variations is corected by sampljng the deplh
model from the shot point to midpoint to.eceiver point.

Model based NMO is sirnilar to conv€ntional NMO ia
that it does sample the deprh model using st.tright rays. It also
calculates the cuwed mypath travel times using a Dix rr'.-'pe for-

Figtre l: Positioh of nodel based NMO in the proce$ing
ioY)

mula which assumes locally flat layering. lt shares the funda-
mental assumption that the reflection point is midpoinr. This
implies that the most us€ful imaging resuhs are obtained from
genemlly flat lay€rs,

Position of Model Based NMO in the
ProcessiDgFlow

Figure l. illustrates th€ use of model based NMO in a
O?ical processing flow. The starting point is an analysis ofthe
b€st time migration available. This is usually a prestack time
migmted section. lf th€ image test of using geologic velocities
falls to image a particular zon€ of interest, then depth migra-
tion to offset bins js required. The layer boundary positions from
lhe time processing and assignment of best guess inte al ve-
locities comprise the initial starting rnodel for depth migration.
Prestack depth migration is performed and the resultant depth
gathers are analyzed to assess the consistency of events within
lhe CRP. Ifth€ model is deemed to be fmal, thenfocusingNMO
velocities can b€ used to fine tune the image prior to final stack.
Ifth€ consistency ofthe events is less than desired, then a new
model can be derived by the following procedure.

First the non-h)?erbolic NMO associated with the old
model is removed. Then non-hyperboiic NMO associated with
a newly proposed model is applied. A new set of depah gathen
and resullant stacked section can be re-evaluated. Any number
of model hypothesis can be assessed. Thetechnique is effective
and fast - especially when used with interactive tools, since af-
ter all we ar€ only perfoning an NMO coEectio.. Note that
our model updating qiterie is one that stresses the obseRation
ofthe real data image respons€ as opposed to the observation of
generated nodel horizon. This technique requires intensive
inte$r€tative input to guide and constrain the model develop-
ment. During th€ model updating procedure, there will be a
point vhen no fu.ther irnp.ovements can be made to tt€ depth
imrge Al lh is t ime anothe'  i terar ion ofdeprh migBrion is per-



R€al Data Example
'lh;s 

real dataset Fd chosen because it has tbe fealures
tlpically encountered in the Westem Canadia. foothiUs envi-
ronment. These feaiures are:
l) Generally flat layers beneath complex faulting and folding

that resDlrs ertreme lateral velocity variations.
2). Thrusting of older carbonate sections into the younger

i). E\terne surface elevation and weatherirg lay€r changes
$.1 cohplicate dte near surface model-

As the migration/model updating procedure cont;nued,
imaging clues revealed ne$' structural details which were en-
hanced with subsequent model changes.

KELMAN SEISMIC
P R O  C  E S S I N G  I N C .
A dilision of Capildo t ctutional lnc.

CONCLUSIONS
While worki.g through the procedures outlined above.

the interpreter was simultaneously pro.essiog and jnterpret

ing the dataset. Thcy were able to test a wide range of geo-
tog;cal h),pothesis quickly and inexpensively. They alsogained
an understanding on the sensitivit_v of the data to each modcl
assumption. ln these datasers, model based NMO was suc-
cessfully uscd to update rhe velocity model bet$ee. ileralions
ofdepth migralion. The process emphasized fie importance
of studying the depth migraled image. A logical question 10
ask at this point is "Will it work in 3D?" As yet we have nor
completed the development ofa 3D version ofthis tool. We
are hoNever, optimislic ofits potential.

600, 540 - sth Ave. S.W., Calgary, Alberta Canada T2P
0M2 Tel: 403 262-5220 Faxr 403 263-1518

Suit€ 265, 16000 Barker's Point Lane, Houston, Texas,
USA 77079 T€l: 713 870-9960 Fax: 713 870-093r

Figure 2: Madel based nigration velocity analysis - Benjanin Exanple
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Prestack Depth Migration and
Structural Restoration of the

Benjamin Creek Dataset

CogniSeis, Houston, Texas

Structural eeometries of velocity deprh models used for seismic deDth misration should be
conslstent with tie struclual formarions of the geology. We use the consiant velocity ha.lf space
1e-{9919 simlltan:ously esrimare $e velocity modet irnd generate rhe prestac* deprti mign6d
lmage (rrgure I ). common rmage gathers consfucled frcm depth migrated shor records were
used to deErmine $e migadon inrcrval velocities. Thc snuctu;al seo;ew of rhe model was
tested for kinematc validity using geologic r€storation and ba.lanciig. 

-

Y-"lgci,q q"pq, t",gg.l develop.menr proceeded recunivety. wirh tayer stripping folowing the maingeological ururs (Figue.2).. Velociry gradienrs were used, where lppropiiarei Image girher event
argnment was used to check the velocity of the overburden as the mbdtil was devei6pEO.

Prodlction.processing sequences containing shot preprocessing and shot rccord migration wer€parallelized on a multi-cpjr shared memory SGI pdwei ChalenEe ro accelerare rhe iErative proces
or mrgrauon veloctty analysls, prcstack seismic- imaging. 8nd velocity model updating. A tsEmsapproacn to panuelzauon was used !0 automaticaly partidon job flow sequenc€s inro parallel and
sequential segments. Witll this procedure. presrack migrationi for the entiE seismic piofile could
be generated in abour l/2 hour on a 12 cpu Power Challenge,

Fault predicr.ion algorithms and forwad geologic modeling were used to constain tlle final velocity
depth model. Regional detachmenr levels were used as a guide in checKns fte stucrual
deyelopment of the rcstorations, Restoration and balancilg of the model ploduced a late stage out
ofsequence fault as well as a normal fault (Figure 3). Thelate sbse ourofseouence faults ie of
inrcrest because tlpy are associated with intense fracu{ing and wi6 productioi decisions.
Restontion results encouage futurc wo* in iterating the fustoration;nd velocity model buildingprocess.
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Poster #10, Christof Stork & Buzz Davis, Advance Geophysical
The lechnique or MVA tomography with a frexibre moder definition is wefl suited tornrervar vetocdy anatysis on this data. MVA Tomograpy is a global inverse methodproduces velocity models consistent with the pre_slack data lrom the too ot the modeldown to the bottom. We measure consistency by the flatnea" of "u"nt" in CBp gathers.

A frexibre verocity moder definition aids the verocity moder buirding process of this databecause although this data has many events,.thei donl clearty d;iin;;ie the geotogic
units. Numerous horizons occur within geologic units and sornl,tir"ilf,"y oon,t oc"u, utgeologic unit boundaries such as {aurts. one doesn't wanr to rimit tne oerietopment ot avelocity model by an a priorj specification ot geologic shape that may be wrong. One
doesn't want to be limited to using horizons on the edge of geologic units.

Despite the fairry.good signar quarity and the abundance of reJrectors in this dara, it isprobabty impossible to find a "correct" interval velocity model using the seismic data
alone. Numerous velocity models, some significan{i diflerent, ca-n be;onsistent with
the pre-stack data as indicated by flat eventt on the CRp gathers.

The besl velocity model must be determined by the judgement of an inlerpreter and the
available geologic information. A key approach 10 making a judgement on the best model
or a range of acceptable models is to produce numerous solutions that are consistent
wilh the pre-stack dala and geologic information yet ditfer in some significant manner. To
interpret, you want to see the possibilities! providing mechanisms lor the interpreter to
easily steer the generation of models in MVA Tomogiaphy lets him explore the solrjtion
space and make his judgement.

Velocily and reflector constraints are one such mechanism for steering the generation of
velocity models. Velocity constraints limit velocity variations by generil smoothing, to
create geologic units where they can be interpreted with confidence, or to disallow
velocity variations that a clearly unlikely.

Rellector c€nstraints allow the interpreter to design a velocity model that will produce a
desired rellector shape on migration. While this capability is open to abuse oy a
disreputable interpreter, when the structure on a time section is clearly wrong, as is the
case with the basement reflector ol this dataset, this constraint provides a ket conlrol tor
exploring possible velocity models. ln this case, it appears that the constraini to make
the basement rellector flat has helped produce a reasonable velocitv field-



Horizons used for MVA Tomography

MVA Tomography Inversion with no constraints

MVA Tomography lnversion with reflector constraints on
basement reflector



Horizons used for MVA TomooraDnv

MVA Tomography Inversion with no constraints

MVA Tomography Inversion with reflector constraints on
basement reflector


